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Resource Scarcity 

– a Physical, not an 
“Economic” Issue

Dr John Peet
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The circular flow model of 
macroeconomics 

and the place of markets



Circular flow economic model of the 
NZ economy
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Economics -
 

1

The paper
economy

per person per year

Capital $16,600

Labour $17,380

Taxes  $4,940

GDP $38,920

NZ data 2005-7After Gowdy, 2006







Treasury opinion (around 1988) in 
relation to moving the then Ministry 
of Energy functions into a section of 

the Ministry of Commerce: 
“4

 
The key issue in both the Policy 

Framework for Energy Management and the 
Strategic Business Plan is whether or not 
energy is sufficiently different to other 
goods and services to justify a specific 
energy policy ….. We consider that although 
energy is both essential and strategically 
important, it is not unique in these 
attributes.”



How to develop policy that addresses 
the whole issue of sustainable 

development coherently, rather than 
just one or more parts, incoherently?

I start from the position enunciated by 
Ernest Rutherford many years ago: 

“All science is either physics or stamp 
collecting”



Relevant lessons from Physics:
• F = ma

– Newton’s First Law of Motion (1680s)

• dS/dT ≥
 

0  
– The Second Law of Thermodynamics (the Entropy Law) (Carnot, 1824, 

Clausius, Thomson, Gibbs etc, 1860/70s)

• e = mc2

– Einstein’s Mass-Energy relationship (Relativity -
 

1904)

• iћ ∂Ψ/∂t = HΨ

– Schrodinger Equation (Quantum Mechanics -
 

1926)
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The Real (biophysical) Economy

Hall & Klitgaard, 2008



Energy Transformation System

Net Energy
There is a net flow to 
The economy if, and only if, 
E is greater than F, or if 
E/F is greater than 1.

E/F is the Energy Return 
on Investment, EROI



Cleveland’s (US) data, 2008



Hall & Lambert’s (US) data:
“Balloon Diagram”, 2008



Some current EROI data
• Global oil EROI roughly 26:1 in 1992, about 19:1 in 2005
• Running average EROI for US domestic oil dropped from 

about 100:1 in 1930s to about 12:1 today
• Oil used within the US for products exported to import oil 

had an EROI about 30:1 in 1970, about 20:1 in 2005
• Ethanol from corn EROI in the US is at best 1.6:1 and at 

worst less than 1:1 (Brazilian cane ethanol around 7 or 8:1)
• Biodiesel EROI around 3:1
• Oil shale EROI around 6:1
• Tar sands EROI around 1:1
• Coal liquefaction EROI around 3:1
• Nuclear debatable but around 5 –

 
15:1

• Wind energy EROI around 15 –
 

20:1

Data from Hall et al, 2008 and Cleveland, 2008



Consequences of the 
transition to lower EROIs

Irrespective of which resources and 
technologies are used, lower EROI values 
mean that, to maintain anything like 
current outputs of (for example) liquid 
fuels, much higher levels of investment 
and maintenance will be needed than was 
the case in the past . 

The resultant energy and resource 
requirements will mean less economic 
output is available for consumption, 
especially discretionary consumption.



Energy in the Economy

Hall, Powers & Schoenberg, 2008



The Daly Rules (1990)

• The Output Rule
– wastes ... should be kept within the 

assimilative capacity of the local 
environment:

• The Input Rule
– for renewables - harvest rates of 

renewable resource inputs shall not exceed 
the regenerative capacity of the natural 
system that generates them.

– for non-renewables - depletion rates shall 
equal the rate at which renewable 
substitutes are developed by human 
invention and investment.





A possible (post Peak Oil) future?!



Economics -
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The
biophysical
economy

per person per year

Petroleum 1.12 t
Coal (net) 0.72 t
Gas 38 GJ
Water 470 t      
Aggregate 11 t 

Greenhouse gases
18.6 t
Solid waste 0.55 t
Sewage 117 t
Biodiversity loss,
erosion etc.

NZ data 2005, 2006, 2007After Gowdy, 2006



“Resource 
efficiency”

 
is 

the answer?



Peak Everything?

The real issue, it can be argued, is not so 
much Peak Oil alone, as it is

Peak Consumption of Stuff! 

(e.g. Richard Heinberg’s “Peak Everything”, 2007)





Limits to Growth?

Meadows, Randers, Meadows
“Limits to Growth: The 30-year 
Update”, 
Figure 4-11 Scenario1: 
A Reference Point

2008
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The (invisible)
social

economy
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Questions relevant to 
Sustainable Development

• Are people satisfied and happy?
– (sufficiency and equity)

• Can more well-being be achieved with 
less throughput?
– (efficiency of the transformation process)

• Are ecosystems healthy, resilient and 
thriving?
– (environmental sustainability)
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